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Hakka graffiti artist Wu Tsun-hsien posing for photos at his home in the Taiwanese village of Ruan Chiao. A man repairing a home which was painted by Hakka graffiti artist Wu Tsun-hsien in the Taiwanese
village of Ruan Chia.

those jobs left.  “That’s when you see rural areas kind of emptying
out,” Rigger adds. Taiwan’s 23 million population is also rapidly
ageing. The birth rate has plummeted-only 180,000 children were
born last year, an eight-year low. The Wu family have experienced
this flight first hand. The ancestral home is occupied by his wife’s
father, 81, and mother, 72, who still work a few plots of land in the
hills above the village growing organic vegetables. But Wu’s own
children both went to university and have left, one to Australia,
the other to a nearby city.

Wu’s wife Fan Ai-hsiu explains their bid to draw Instagram-
happy crowds of youngsters was less about economics and more
about giving her parents something to look forward to.  “They
want to have conversations with people, that’s what they miss, it’s
not about money,” Fan says.

But it was not initially an easy task to persuade fellow villagers
to use their houses as a canvas. “People here are fairly conserva-
tive,” she recalls, adding: “But once the first few paintings went
up, they could see it brought people in.”

Political themes 
Most of Wu’s paintings in the village stick to rural pastiches

or traditional symbols of good fortune.  It is the family home
where he really gets to express himself-and which has quickly
drawn a mass following on social media. Perched on a slope over-
looking the village, the whole house is covered in images, many
of which detail Wu’s politics.  He’s an avid believer that not
enough is being done to tackle climate change, so some of the
scenes show apocalyptic scenes of environmental devastation.
Others are commentaries on social issues like gay marriage-
which he opposes-or how the elderly are treated in an increas-
ingly consumerist society.

“This mural depicts the present Taiwanese corrupt society,”
Wu remarks as he walks along a huge painted wall featuring hun-
dreds of images. “This one is society’s mayhem due to mobile

phones, computers and television... and this one is our cultural
loss where many of our Hakka young generations don’t know the
culture,” he adds.  The Hakka are linguistically distinct group of
people who trace their origins back to southern China. They have
lived in Taiwan for some four centuries and make up 15-20 per-
cent of the population. 

Evelyn Sun puts on art and food events in Taipei and found out
about Wu’s paintings via social media. She visited with friends
who all soon found themselves sitting around a table with the Wu
family, eating traditional Hakka vegetable dishes and tucking into
eggs boiled in a secret recipe of local herbs. The 25-year-old en-
thuses: “Taiwan has many ‘graffiti villages’ that are beautiful sce-
nic spots where people will just leave after taking pictures.”  “But
I realized when I came here that every mural here is depicting a
social problem faced by society.” She hopes other young Tai-
wanese will explore the nation’s rural villages more often. She ex-
plains: “These people are our culture, they are our history, we
have to get to know them.”— AFP

A wall painted by Hakka graffiti artist Wu Tsun-hsien.

Hakka graffiti artist Wu Tsun-hsien (top right) posing with his family
in front of their home in the Taiwanese village of Ruan Chiao. 

A dog sleeping in the courtyard of a house painted by Hakka graffiti
artist Wu Tsun-hsien in the Taiwanese village of Ruan Chiao.


